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It has been a great month for GAVS, we hosted an art 

exhibition at our Chennai facility, to support the concept of 

STEM to STEAM. Students from the Government College of 

Fine Arts, Chennai, exhibited their paintings and sculptures, 

and four specially-abled artists sponsored by the 'Heart Beat 

Foundation' exhibited their paintings and artwork.  The 

exhibition was open to the public for a week and their artwork 

was on sale.

We were at the Gartner summits in Mumbai and Orlando, 

which got us some great attention on ZIF (GAVS' proprietary 

framework that helps an enterprise achieve zero-incident 

state). GAVel (our predictive analytics tool which is one of the 

components of ZIF) garnered a lot of attention as well, 

independently. With all of the world looking for more and 

more automation, creating analytical models to power 

algorithms to learn exhaustively, continually, positions  GAVel 

quite well in the ecosystem - actually at the right place at the 

right time – with increasingly positive and reliable results.

In this edition's blogs, Arup takes us CIO, CTO priority - 

Bringing IT and Business together, Srini has written about 

Cloud computing reference Architecture - review of the big 

three, Sourav says, "Trust is both an emotional and rational 

act" in his article 'Trust in a workplace', Shalini says "what 

happens when I push the envelope and come up with creative, 

unconventional ways to run business processes and make 

teams more productive, seems fascinating" in her article 

'Accentuate experience with Innovation', I chose to write on 

'biases' that can creep in so often and spoil our moments of 

serendipity, Sreeja talks of 'Gen Z', their personality traits, their 

psyche and priorities, Vignesh writes about the solidity of 

Mainframe technology, and Anish writes about the 'Rings of 

Saturn' this time.

Happy reading.

Editor's Notes 

By Bindu Vijayan
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ZIF Proud!

I was at the recent Gartner IIOD Summit in Mumbai, working 

our Zero Incident Framework (ZIF) to a very interested 

audience.  Interested? that's a modest word for what 

happened those two days in Mumbai.  I was the wide-eyed 

novice trying to get the hang of working a tech booth, and the 

experience - invigorating!  You think I am gushing? sure I am!! 

Today, I pen this as a proud GAVSian hoping that everyone 

reading this mag would get a glimpse of the passion and 

dedication that drives GAVS, and in this instance, the passion 

of a bunch of our in-house nerds at the Summit...  

For readers outside of GAVS, let me start with GAVS' SWAT 

(Smart, Hardworking, Articulate, Technologically curious) 

matrix.  SWAT forms our hiring profile, and as a GAVSian every 

one of us are high on the SWAT quotient, that's our formula to 

success and the growth of GAVS and our clients. 

Technologically curious, we strategize to bring efficiency and 

predictability into IT Operations, and GAVS' Zero Incident 

Framework is part of our offerings, to help enterprises move 

towards a Zero Incident state.

The impressive footfalls we got had me spouting ZIF like every 

true-blue GAVSian – “Zero Incident Framework (ZIF) is GAVS' 

proprietary framework which enables early detection / removal 

and permanent remediation of incidents that will help an 

enterprise move to a zero-incident state. The framework include 

real-time user monitoring and instrumentation engine (GCare) 

that enables granular behavior capture at endpoint, predictive 

analytics engine (GAVel) which removes false positives and 

detects potential outages based on past historical patterns and 

the input from GCare, an automation suite (zMan) that 

remedies the typically occurring issues with minimal or no 

manual intervention, zDesk GAVS' Desktop as a Service (DaaS), 

which allows for Desktops to be hosted virtually at a secured 

data center which means you don't have to build and maintain 

a complex, costly data center platform to support it. And, finally, 

zIrrus, a platform that helps organizations to migrate their 

applications from on premise to on premise / Cloud...” whew! I 

wished I was a little technical (I am part of the Marketing) 

…Following that brief introduction to ZIF, I would run for help -  

the questions would then on get progressively heavy-duty 

technical!

The curiosity and interest ZIF attracted was something to 

cherish, seriously! They always wanted to know more, and with 

every request for further details, I bolted to get hold of 

Chandra, Toby, Rao, Sumit or Anand, who would each spend 

like over 20 minutes with every potential customer.
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It was fascinating to watch the patience and enthusiasm our 

guys showed while explaining about our offering, repeating 

details to each potential client, a straight 10-hour, no-chairs, 

on-your-feet job for two days.  Grabbing coffees and lunches 

were done in turns (Toby, sorry to rush you off lunches and 

that special dinner), not to have me scooting for help and 

getting into a cold sweat about technical questions.  

It was quite a marathon session for Toby, Chandra, Sumit and 

Rao – “How do you address security issues in terms of Data 

protection, Privacy Protection , Cyber Security?”, “Is cloud 

secured enough for a BFSI sector customers?”, “How much cost 

can be saved using VDI?”, “How do you ensure the annual 

downtime reduced ?”, “Which is best monitoring tool in the 

market to do application and infrastructure landscape 

monitoring?”, “Is it really possible to attain the philosophy of 

Zero incident framework?”

“How is your ZIF products different from other products in the 

market?”, “How much do you promote Capex to Opex based 

model for any of your engagement?” etc. etc… and the 

conviction with which these questions were answered, had me 

remembering the famous quote "if you are working on 

something exciting that you really care about, you don't 

have to be pushed, the vision pulls you.." 

It was great to meet with analysts Jeff Brookes, DD Mishra, 

Philip Dawson, Will Cappelli, Partha Iyengar and Milind 

Govekar –  it felt good to hear them say they understood ZIF 

and thought GAVS was going in the right direction.  Philip 

Dawson and Jeff Brookes made the time to visit our booth, 

and Jeff went thru a quick demo with Chandra and Toby. 

As I sign off, here's wishing every GAVSian the very best as we 

grow into our careers bearing GAVS' vision.  

“Success is no accident.  It is hard work, perseverance, 

learning, studying, sacrifice and most of all, love of what you 

are doing or learning to do."
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CIO/CTO 
Priority - 

Bringing IT 
and Business 

Together – Low 
Code 

Development 
Platforms

With rapid advances in digital technologies, the expectations 

of the business users from IT is fast increasing and the nature 

of technology planning by the CIOs/CTOs is changing from a 

'list of technologies' to a model of “service capabilities”.

In this scenario, one of the top priorities of the CIOs/CTOs is to 

bring the IT community and the business community together. 

Even after the industry has seen the explosive growth in cloud 

enabled technologies and deployment of enterprise software 

in either private clouds of the companies or the public clouds, 

the business users are not happy with the way the enterprise 

software is performing. The users believe the current 

deployment of enterprise software is not only posing business 

challenges, but even holding their business back.

The feeling among many business users is that the way the 

enterprise software is implemented now, It is hindering 

business growth by forcing the business users to change their 

business processes and operations to align with the way the 

enterprise software is implemented.

While there is merit in the point made by the CIOs/CTOs that 

by aligning to the business processes defined in the enterprise 

software, the business users are getting access to industry best 

practices, it starts becoming a zone of conflict if the existing 

business processes of the company must be substantially 

changed to use the enterprise software.

A ground up custom development of business applications on 

the other hand is too slow and error prone, with the primary 

challenge being IT capturing the rapidly changing business 

requirements correctly, as the business requirements continue 

to evolve in changing market scenario.

This, in my opinion, has led to the current surge in adoption of 

the Low Code Development Platforms. These Low Code 

Development Platforms enable the business users to create 

fully customised applications with very little hand-coding.

By enabling iterative and collaborative application 

development with relative ease directly by the business user 

community without low level coding, the Low Code 

Development Platforms help in bringing the IT and Business 

together. 

By Arup Gupta
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What's even more important is that these platforms ensure 

better quality of software and more successful business 

outcomes by aligning business to IT thru its underlying 

mechanism for structured communications, thereby 

eliminating the errors in capturing the changing business 

requirements. It is, however, important to evaluate these low 

code development platforms carefully and choose the one that 

is most appropriate to an organization.

While the industry has seen several 4GLs (e.g. from Visual 

Basic to Visual Studio from Microsoft and similar tools from 

IBM and many other suppliers), and also automated 

application builder platforms (RAD) in the past, the current set 

of Low Code Development Platforms are different in that they 

make extensive use of AI, including image recognition, 

machine learning/deep learning, natural language interface 

and cognitive computing to interact with business users, 

understand their requirements for automating both the low 

end “Clerical Tasks” and more complex “Business Tasks”, and 

then translate the business requirements to computer 

applications.

The three essential components of any Low Code 

Development Platforms are:

Visual Development Tools: These tools enable the business 

users to specify business requirements using an intuitive 

visual interface.

App Store: These App Stores come pre-populated with 

templates, plug-ins, widgets and some readymade 

business components.

Full App Lifecycle support: This is where we see significant 

use of AI in providing capabilities like end user feedback 

loops, social collaboration, application monitoring etc.
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Cloud 
Computing 

Reference 
Architecture – 
Review of  the 

Big Three

Cloud Reference Architecture

They have created their reference architecture for cloud 

computing. This should be a very happy news for enterprise 

adoption as we have blueprints from the industry leaders.  We 

strive to analyze their reference architecture on how they view 

the blueprint of a cloud model.

The intention now is, not to give any opinion on which is 

better, it is more of an understanding of their point of view.

For the rest of the article, Cloud Computing Reference 

Architecture is mentioned as (CCRA).

All the materials discussed in this article are taken from the 

publicly available content (Google Search) of the respective 

vendors.

Service Consumers in CCRA

IBM: Cloud Service Consumer or Client is viewed as 'In House 

IT' who can use an array of Cloud integration tools to get the 

desired business capability. This could be individuals within the 

enterprise too, however the 'In house IT' could be a general 

collection of all of them.

HP: Cloud Service Consumer is represented in 'Demand' layer 

of CCRA. However, the demand layer covers more than the 

consumer, but also service catalog, portal access for provision 

of services. The service provider plays an important role in the 

Demand layer too, as the provider is the one who makes 

services available as 'Configure to Order' through an 

automated service system.

Microsoft: The tenant/user self-service layer provides an 

interface for Hyper-V cloud tenants or authorized users to 

request, manage, and access services, such as VMs, that are 

provided by the Hyper-V cloud architecture.

By Srinivasan Sundara Rajan
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Reference Architecture (RA) provides a blueprint of a to-be-

model with a well-defined scope, the requirements it satisfies, 

and architectural decisions it realizes. By delivering best 

practices in a standardized, methodical way, an RA ensures 

consistency and quality across development and delivery 

projects.

Major players in the cloud computing field are:

Hewlett Packard

IBM

Microsoft (Unlike HP, IBM Microsoft's Cloud Reference 

Architecture is specific to HYPER-V)



Operational Support Services represents the set of operational 

management / technical-related services exposed by the cloud 

platform, which are needed by Cloud Service Creators to 

implement a cloud service. Some of them being:

Delivery Layer

Customer Account Management

Service Catalog Offering

Pricing/Billing/Metering

Accounts Receivable and Payable

Provisioning

Incident and Problem Management

Image Life Cycle Management

Platform and Virtualization Management

Provisioning

Incident and Problem Management

Image Life Cycle Management

Platform and Virtualization Management

Billing and Rating

Request Processing & Activation

Infrastructure-as-a-Service

Platform-as-a-Service

Software-as-a-Service

Business-Process-as-a-Service
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HP:

the layers of CCRA.

Demand Layer

 Much like Cloud Management QoS in CCRA cuts across all 

Delivery Layer

Supply Layer 

References:

Data Protection

Availability & Continuity Management

Ease of doing business

Simplified Operations

Quality Of Experience

SLA Compliance

Quality Of Service

Resource Monitoring and Dynamic allocation

IBM Presentation : Building Your Cloud Using IBM Cloud 

Computing Reference Architecture

HP Cloud Reference Architecture - HP Software Universe 

2010 - Presentation on Slide Share

Microsoft Hyper-V Cloud Reference Architecture White 

Paper

Availability of a Reference Architecture by the three leading 

industry pioneers is a good sign for the enterprises to adopt 

Cloud Computing based delivery model. As we have seen 

there is a fair amount of similarities in between which should 

pave the way for inter-operability and avoid vendor lock in 

with the cloud applications. The following diagram summarizes 

the common building blocks in the reference architecture 

published by the big 3. We also find the Microsoft Reference 

Architecture covers more physical aspects of a cloud platform.

Supply Layer 

Usage Metering

Dynamic Work Load Management
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The Role of  
Trust in the 
Workplace

How does one define trust? If you go by the lexical definition, 

then trust can be defined as “Reliance on the integrity, 

strength, ability, surety, etc. of a person or a thing.” But I don't 

necessarily agree with this definition. To me, trust is inherently 

much more than being able to depend on the integrity and 

ability of a person or a thing. To me, trust is the obligation or 

the responsibility imposed on a person in whom confidence or 

authority is placed; a position of trust! Simply put, trust is a 

relationship of reliance, and a relationship without trust is not a 

relationship at all.

Trust is therefore both an emotional and rational act. It is 

cognitive, calculative and rational. The emotions associated 

with trust are many, such as affection, gratitude, confidence, 

admiration, respect, etc. all of them are necessary ingredients 

to a person's psychological health.

The logic of it is based in assessments of a party's 

dependability, which play a significant role in decisions to trust. 

In organizations, business processes—be they management, 

operational, or supporting processes—are conducted via 

relationships. Since trust among interacting parties is the 

foundation of effective relationships, it stands to reason that 

organizations can reap benefits from strengthening it.

A high trust environment by definition fosters high degree of 

personal movement, commitment & organizational success. All 

this has some marked advantages. Increased value, positive 

transparent relationships with personnel and stakeholders, 

improved collaboration & partnering, enhanced adaptability 

etc. By increasing trust levels across their organizations, 

employers can drive significant improvements in performance 

by motivating staff to commit additional discretionary effort.

By Sourav Bhattacharya
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It helps businesses to both take and manage risks safely and 

allows leaders to try new things, essential if an organization 

wants to grow and develop. However, trust can be fragile, and 

it is easily broken.

Broken trust takes both a human and economic toll, and the 

entire organization suffers. Incivility, lateral violence, and 

bullying are symptoms of an environment lacking in trust. 

These toxic behaviors perpetuate high turnover, absenteeism, 

low retention, and low satisfaction for both employer and 

employee. Betrayal inhibits creativity, information sharing, 

teamwork, and communication.

One of the major challenges and problems facing businesses 

today is the building & maintaining of trust internally among 

the employees, management and ownership to create a 

healthy and productive work environment.

Our working relationships that have been built on trust are an 

important sustainable competitive advantage because trust is 

so valuable and so rare. The level of trust a leader is able to 

achieve with his or her associates is contingent upon the 

associate's perceptions of the leader's ability, honesty, and 

integrity.

Sure, there's the omnipresent question: do our employees trust 

us? The brutal truth is probably not. It may not be fair, and we 

may not want to hear it, but chances are that previous leaders 

have poisoned the ground on which we are trying to grow a 

successful business. Make no mistake: Unless we and all the 

leaders in our organization can gain the trust of the 

employees, performance will suffer.

And considering how tough it is to survive in today's business 

environment, that's very bad news for the company. Why is 

trust so pivotal? It's a matter of human nature: when 

employees don't trust their leaders, they don't feel safe.

And when they don't feel safe, they don't take risks—and 

where there is no risk taken, there is less innovation, less “going 

the extra mile,” and therefore, very little unexpected upside. 

Feeling safe is a primal human need.  When that need isn't 

met, our natural response is to focus energy toward a 

showdown with the perceived threat.

Our attention on whatever scares us increases until we either 

fight or run in the other direction, or until the threat diminishes 

on its own. Without trust, people respond with distraction, fear, 

and, at the extreme, paralysis. And that response is hidden 

inside 'business' behaviors—sandbagging quotas, hedging on 

stretch goals, and avoiding accountability or commitment. In 

my opinion, trustworthiness is the most noble and powerful of 

all the attributes of leadership.

Leaders become trustworthy by building a track record of 

honesty, fairness, and integrity. Cultivating this trust isn't just a 

moral issue; it's a practical one.

Most employees have been hurt or disappointed, at some 

point in their careers, by the hand of power in an organization. 

That's why nine times out of ten leaders are in “negative trust 

territory” before they make their first request of an employee 

to do something. Before a team can reach its full potential, 

leaders must act in ways that transcend employees' fears of 

organizational power.

The truth is, trust is the currency you will need when the time 

comes for you to make unreasonable performance demands 

on your teams. And when you're in that tight spot, it's quite 

possible that the level of willingness your employees have to 

meet those demands could make or break your company.

As a leader, the first step starts with you. As a leader, you must 

“go first”—and model trustworthiness for everyone else. Being 

trustworthy creates trust, yes. But beyond that, there are very 

specific things you can do to provide Unusually Excellent, trust-

building leadership at your organization: In my opinion, first, 

realize that being trustworthy doesn't mean you have to be a 

Boy Scout. One doesn't even have to be a warm or kind 

person.
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On the contrary, history teaches us that some of the most 

trustworthy people can be harsh, tough, or socially 

awkward—but their promises must be inviolate and their 

decisions fair. As weird as it may sound in the twenty-first 

century, men and women whose word is their honor, and who 

can be absolutely trusted to be fair, honest, and forthright, are 

more likely to command the respect of others than, say, the 

nicest guy in the room.

You can be tough. You can be demanding. You can be 

authentically whoever you really are. But as long as you are 

fair, as long as you do what you say consistently, you can still 

be trusted. We trust people we believe are real and also 

human (imperfect and flawed)—just like us. And that usually 

means allowing others to get a glimpse of our personal 

vulnerability—some authentic (not fabricated) weakness or 

fear or raw emotion that allows others to see us as like them, 

and therefore relate to us at the human level.

In my opinion, trustworthiness is never entirely pure. Everyone 

fails to achieve perfection. So the goal for a leader is to make 

those wrong choices as rarely as possible; admit them quickly, 

completely, and with humility; fix them as quickly as you can; 

and make full recompense when you cannot.

Trust is the most powerful, and most fragile, asset in an 

organization, and it is almost exclusively created, or hampered, 

by the actions of the senior leader on the team. A working 

environment of trust is a place where teams stay focused, give 

their utmost effort, and in the end do their best work. It's a 

place where we can trust ourselves, trust others, trust our 

surroundings, or—best of all—trust all three.
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Accentuate 
Experience 

with Innovation

Formula One!  I wonder what experience the 'Pit Stop' crew 

has, that helps the team to turn its race strategy into success.  

Changing a car's tires, replacing damaged parts, and adjusting 

front wings in a matter of seconds?  Wow, what a team effort 

that keeps the Formula One racing a team sport even during 

the race itself.  

Looking back in time, as late as the 1970s when the pit stops 

tended to be disorganized, especially when a driver came in to 

make an unscheduled stop in the absence of car-to-pit 

communication until now where the precisely timed, millimeter 

perfect choreography of a modern pit stop is in existence, one 

thing remains evident:  The experiences of a crew, coupled 

with the need-of-game innovation which is clearly marking the 

team's success from the 1994 games.

The answer to the question, what happens when I push the 

envelope and come up with creative, unconventional ways to 

run business processes and make teams more productive, 

seems fascinating.  This sets me thinking of the unexpected 

gain, rather a “game change” that can happen when 

experience is accentuated with innovation.  Experience and 

innovation are not two seemingly unrelated things coming 

together, isn't it?  It's simply, “releasing the untapped asset”. 

 The experience plus innovation combination will ensure the 

development of creative confidence and the ability to come up 

with creative ideas, and collaborate to affect the desired 

changes in the world around.

Customer experience innovation requires a structured 

approach that goes beyond traditional methods and helps 

firms identify and create experiences that really matter; this 

fact requires to put innovation efforts on the right track.  

Experience constantly teaches in keeping up with digital 

changes while innovation thrives when one chooses this 

collaboration.  

Everyone talks about customer experience innovation, but no 

one knows quite what it is or how to attain it. Experience has 

understood the key moments of truth along the customer 

journey, the target consumer and the culture around them.   

Driving innovation efforts based on this experience, will help 

against misguided approaches that actually thwart 

differentiation and waste massive amounts of time and money 

in the process.

Customer experience innovation happens when experience 

intersects with the reframed innovation opportunities. 
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Here, innovation can be defined as the implementation 

process by which creative inspirations gained from personal 

experience lead to positive results.  Experience has taught us 

when to embrace the change and when to stay course.  Today, 

it's the battle of perception and focus that highlights the 

positive in an organization.

The question of what surprises both challenged our 

assumptions and gave us more insight into business answers it 

all on what's the simplest thing that can be done right now to 

transform business.  The unexpected gain from our 

experiences that gave more insight into business, consumer 

culture and their needs can be aligned to serve customer 

experience innovation to ensure good business.

Everyone knows, there's no one route to innovation but 

experience is a tangible tool that can go ahead and apply to 

be innovative on an anytime, anywhere basis.  A few examples 

of companies that we all recognize to have the process of 

doing this down very well are:  Apple and Samsung in the cell 

phone market, and Tata.

It's quite interesting to think about Apple which came up with 

their iPhone.  On looking at the design of iPhone today and 

comparing it with the original design, a lot of similarities can 

be tracked yet there has been a lot of change. 

Even in the middle of all that change, Apple manages to keep 

up with its identity and the soul of its product intact.  Apple's 

innovative approach can simply be defined as “look at the 

product, refine it, make it more jewel-like, enhance 

functionality but keep the soul of the product 

interchangeable”. 

On the other hand, Samsung comes up with scores of phones 

which are quite distinct in the market, while they approach 

innovation as “produce a phone for every type of customer 

and saturate the market with phones that overwhelm 

customers with choice”.  Two different approaches to 

innovation but each working its own way. 

With the advent of Tata Nano, Tata's example of frugal 

innovation is quite interesting too.  Tata which runs Jaguar and 

Land Rover, the luxury marquis brands of today, coming up 

with Nano, a car sold for $2500.  How could Tata do this?  

Challenging everything that goes into the car and designing it 

from ground up to make a bit of money. 

There's a lot of interesting changes in the way companies are 

looking at innovation while a lot of ideas on how to do things 

simply are coming up.  Having flexibility is all it takes for a 

successful transformation.  Putting innovative ideas into action 

requires integrating customer needs and employee 

experience.  People who are curious tend to be observant of 

new ideas, concepts, or situations and associate them with 

something else they've learned and take advantage of 

serendipitous situations.   Think!  Is the ability to be innovative 

something that can be taught or is that like motivation, where 

it comes from within?  People learn to be innovative while 

experience can teach people to be innovative.  How do people 

become innovators?  It's often a hands-on approach.
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Hunt Down 
Those Biases!

Sometimes, and perhaps quite often for some, we land in a 

situation where it isnt quite clear if we are dealing with bias 

when we are at the receiving end of a comment / behavior.  

We arent quite certain if what was said was just light banter, we 

are left to deal with a situation that hurt us, but reacting to it 

might be inappropriate, and 'unnecessary' as most people on 

the other side of the fence might think.  Every one of us like to 

believe that our social attributes are well honed and our 

behaviors are congruent to societal / organizational core 

values.

A few months ago, I had written about 'Unconscious bias'. At 

GAVS, we had a very intensive session on the biases we can be 

prey to, it was a very informative session, and I thought I 

understood it all, finally. But the more we interact with different 

organizations across geos, thru different situations, it becomes 

evident that biases remain a stubborn problem, realities are 

oftentimes a far cry from the perfect world we wish for. Getting 

groups, teams, societies to be inclusive can be hard because of 

unconscious biases.

Biases are all around if you really care to look enough.  

Someone gets called a 'rebel' while a male colleague is called 

'strong', see what I mean?  When a group is wrong about an 

individual, the societal pressure is so much that the individual 

ends up questioning him / herself. The dilemmma of having to 

question yourself can wreak havoc when you know you are 

right but you are having to face, say for e.g., an 'ingroup bias'.  

Realities can be muggers, and as much as we want those 

moments of serendipity, we have to deal with the realities of 

the different people we are in diverse situations. 
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One moment everyone is communicating, doing KTs, working 

across functions, it's a micro utopia, and the next minute you 

are against a wall because someone's remark has you 

smarting, and you are suddenly the odd person who is 

fighting the whole world.  As much as we would like to have a 

perfect world, it can also turn out that we are the integral part 

of organizations unconsciously growing a slippery underbelly 

of biases. 

There are various types of bias, the little insidious culprits that 

steers us to dubious decisions and possibly extremely 

erroneous conclusions…Here are few biases that are most 

rampant in organizations, they probably are the major reasons 

that cause flaws in judgement. Diversity and gender inclusion 

is slowly building its way through organizations with all the 

attention it rightly warrants, but I choose to write about the 

following, as to me, these are more layered, not so easily 

evident, and equally destructive.

Ingroup bias – When I say destructive, this can be a real killer 

– worked and driven by the 'love molecule' – oxytocin!  The 

bonds we form are helped to get tighter and stronger by this 

intriguing neurotransmitter, but curiously enough, it acts in the 

exact opposite way for those outside the group! It could have 

outsiders treated with contempt and suspicion. Ouch! See how 

this can work on a victim -  When we feel we are under threat, 

our brains release what attacks the hippocampus, and the 

stress causes us to focus very narrowly on what we must do to 

survive.

We become less creative, and our fear processing confuses 

and warps perceptions.We know how crippled we can become 

from threat perception, we disconnect from others, get on a 

reactive mode, and bang, we find ourselves removing from 

groups.  We become unsociable and don't participate in any 

shared activity. In an organization, a manager might think he / 

she is inclusive, but if we are not consciously including a team 

mate who is not very confident, he/ she may not feel 

welcome, they might end up with a sense of rejection.

Bandwagon effect - You do something because the others 

are doing it; you may not be fully convinced about why you 

are doing it, but you want to belong to the group. Consumer 

behavior is a strong example of the bandwagon effect -  If the 

new-gen Kendall Jenner chose Estee Lauder, that must be the 

beauty brand to go for.. And in politics of course, more 

individuals get on the bandwagon as the proportion who have 

already done so increases. This is the hivemind mentality, our 

inner craving to fit in,  conform, and be accepted.

Confirmation bias -  I have seen several instances when a 

group stands together in common bias against that one 

person who thinks against norms and points out what is 

actually wrong. 

Not many want to go that way even as you know that person's 

opinion is well-grounded and right. We dismiss them when 

they don't concur with our views, Why? Because there is a 

cognitive dissonance when we face a person or a group who 

do not agree with our views. We are so ready and happy with 

those who agree with our views, right? We would probably 

need to see tons of counterstereotypical examples to accept 

other views and change our minds.  

Status quo bias - Given the pace at which things change in 

this world, most of us are hooked to having things the same 

way, we do not want change. We believe that changes would 

imply difficulties. So, we don't see the need to fix anything if it 

isnt broken… And so minor issues get swept under, dismissed 

as unimportant, and quite soon, things snowball into an out of 

control situation.  

Projection bias - We believe so often that others think like us, 

and they will agree to our views. I read this is based on our 

over estimation of how normal we are. 

In spite of all the communicating and sharing we do, we are all 

subject to so many biases.  What I have learnt is, policies and 

rules get made in good intentions but you cant legislate silent 

perceptions, group biases, tones, egos and judgements.

Evereyone wants a respectful dialogue and to reach out, so 

when you get the knife of silent judgement, at best you are 

helped because of the noise you create, it is seldom with real 

empathy. Apologies happen quickly in a situation as in a 

workplace, it is expected from you as part of your social 

attributes, but is there true repentence and a genuine 

understanding of the victim's difficulties that would evolve into 

a better organization? 

The effects of biases reach far into systems and organizations – 

it continuously erodes trust, and uncomfortable issues don't 

come to light due to lack of trust.  Further, cooperation slacks, 

and, here is the most important thing; it constantly pummels 

the victim's self worth, people don't feel safe addressing 

issues, and this can break down the best of teams.



So now, whats the best way to keep biases under check? To 

begin with, it should be easy enough if everyone is made to 

feel safe enough to voice their opinion and speak their case, 

and encouraged to be their own person.  

Next, have clear numbers charted to achieve gender diversity, 

for minority religions and regions, sexual orientation, and say 

even monitor the kind of people teams should have – 

One pattern I have constantly seen in organizations is, 

consciouly or unconsciously, Managers recruit people who 

conform, I am sure it is because we don't want someone 

rebelling on every single idea that comes up, but the pattern 

seems established out of sheer nervousness as well. 

the 

outgoing, the not so outgoing, the nerd, the artist, make a cool 

and conscious mix of people from different backgrounds?

You know there is something forced in a team when I see an 

entire team moving to their coffee breaks only when the 

Manager has the urge for coffee, everytime!

Can bias behaviors be tracked given it's often subtle nature? It 

is possible to track them on circumstances – during 

promotions and reviews for example.  There are tons of blogs 

on bias during this all important time in every organisation… “I 

got rated low by my immediate Manager when I am all-

rounder, and my skip-level bailed me out, but the Math didn't 

work”, “A sweet talking colleague got a perfect 5 and the rest 

of us sloggers scored lame...” The web has a plethora of blogs 

on injustices wreaked by biases.  

How about track behaviours with other circumstances as well; 

marriage, pregnancy, illness, or even just plain vacation time?
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The Gen Z Tilt

Welcome to the world of Generation Z aka Gen Z – the 

generation next to the still-a-myth Millennials.

According to an article published in Washington Post, “Gen Z 

are the first to learn to navigate a tablet before they learned to 

talk, the first to conduct childhood friendships through 

portable devices, the first to have their births and baby photos 

and elementary school recitals shared on social media.”

Gen Z, the independent yet interconnected, cautious yet 

collaborative, was raised in the cradle of technology and now 

most of them are out of the cradle, it will be interesting to see 

the changes that they bring to the table.

In this article, I have tried to collate the various researches and 

surveys conducted with the Gen Z to understand their 

personality traits, priorities, habits and behaviors of this 

exclusive generation of radical minds and a whole new level of 

creativity.

Understanding the Gen Z is not a simple matter of idle 

curiosity, but rather an important pivotal point in history as the 

world tries to comprehend the changes to be brought about 

by its first 'Digital Natives'. 

Personality Traits 

Demographers and researchers typically range the Gen Z as 

people born between the range from mid-1990s to early 

2000s. They are also identified as Centennials, Founders, and 

iGen.

Though the general thinking is that the Gen Z people are a 

refined version of millennials, it is not the case so. Gen Z 

people definitely share various traits with millennials, however 

the way they showcase them in their lives is what makes them 

unique.

By Sreeja Venkateshwaran
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Bike Riding

Religious Service

Your own Wedding

Job Interviews

Treadmill running

Dinner time with family

Applying for home loan



However as an interesting divergence, Gen Z is least 

concerned about their privacy when paying with mobile apps.

Living through a world of data heists, security threats, cyber-

attacks and hacking-as-a-service intrusions, Gen Z has 

prioritized privacy and data protection. Though staunch on 

protection, the Gen Zers does not shy away from new 

technology and experimentation. Their uniqueness to blend 

protection with an innate vision to inculcate new and 

innovative technology has made them the most ambitious 

generation up to date.

Vine

Instagram

Twitter

Pinterest

Again the study results revealed few starling discoveries. The 

below given millennial crucial platforms are the few platforms 

that they have not much heard of:

74% of Gen Z has never heard of Secret.

62% of Gen Z has never heard of Periscope.

34% of Gen Z has never heard of LinkedIn.

Gen Z will soon dominate the workforce and this perfect blend 

of cautious innovation and an inborn curiosity and fascination 

to create new and most importantly interesting ideas will 

create the much needed disruptions in the technology 

landscape.  The most concerned will invent the most foolproof 

and error free inventions.

Conclusion

Gen Z is an intricate, thought provoked and curious 

generation than many would assume given their age: 20 and 

younger. These Millennial successors are definitely galaxies 

apart from their past generations in their thoughts, way of life 

and usage of technology. They use technology to steer their 

lives and not as a style or status icon.

Though Gen Z has not yet shaped up completely, there are lot 

of studies and researches going on  to understand their true 

nature and behavior patterns as they are going to determine 

the future of consumer world, trend setting and business 

evolution.

References
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More than 50% of Gen Z is concerned about online 

privacy when using dating websites or mobile apps

38 % of Gen Z expresses concern over protecting their 

identity when sending and receiving messages

38% of Gen Z are worried about protecting their online 

privacy and security when at school

http://genhq.com/gen-z/

https://keymediasolutions.com/news/online-advertising-

2/evolution-gen-z/

http://3pur2814p18t46fuop22hvvu.wpengine.netdna-

cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Research-White-

Paper-Gen-Z-Tech-Disruption-c-2016-Center-for-

Generational-Kinetics.pdf



SMPE And 
IBM Mainframe

Most of us are only aware of the Microsoft's Windows based 

client and server Operating Systems, that currently rules 

business worlds, and that's the reason I choose to write a blog 

on Mainframe technology which is less known. Leaving aside 

the fact that Mainframe is more complex and extremely 

difficult to comprehend, it is very useful where resource 

consumption and data availability is concerned. 

I know many of you would wonder who is using Mainframe 

computers and what they are used for, and if they have ever 

seen one. To be frank, Mainframe PCs are used by 

organizations where data availability is as important as their 

businesses. Any health insurance or a Public Relations 

company wouldn't think too much about investing a huge sum 

of money to buy and maintain these servers.

I remember the first time I used an ATM- Automated Teller 

Machine (ATM) to process my bank transaction, indeed that 

was my first bank transaction too. Yes, you heard that correct! 

ATM machines that we use these days are the best examples of 

Mainframe computers.

Mainframe Technology, Why not Windows?

We know that the Windows are the most widely used type of 

PCs and they are well known for their wide range of 

application-based processing and ease of access. Mainframe 

processors on the other hand, are extremely good in handling 

humongous amount of data while processing them parallelly. 

This really works great in organizations which are involved in 

handling a billion or a trillion number of transactions a day. A 

typical example is a bank that operates in many places across 

the world, they would always opt for a Mainframe server setup 

in their functional operations bay to carry out their day to day 

activities.
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SMP/E- How it works?

The SMP/E is run either using:

The SMP/E maintains two kinds of libraries for their effective 

working. These libraries help the SMP/E to maintain the 

control over the systems. 

They are:

Target Libraries: 

They are the main power house for the main frame 

computers, where the executable codes with which the data 

processing is done by the Mainframe Computers, are stored. 

These form the sources for the proper working of the systems 

running on Mainframe OS.

Distribution Libraries: 

They are libraries that have the master copy of what a system 

should do. They are used alongside the system generation 

process that builds the target libraries which are used for a 

new system. 

SYSMOD- The SMP/E Terminology:

The SYSMOD contains both the elements and the control 

information.

4 types of SYSMOD:

Apart from these 3 commands there is another set of 

commands called USERMOD which are designed by user to 

make system changes per his needs.

Batch Jobs or

Dialogs under ISPF 

Target Libraries

Distribution Libraries

Functional SYSMODs: They help the Mainframe servers in 

installing a new product or a version or an update of an 

already installed product.

PTF: These are the solutions (basically fixes) for a known 

problem that was reported and resolved earlier.

APAR: Authorized Program Analysis Reports which are 

temporary fixes that help the systems to bypass a preset 

rule under certain circumstances.

It also helps the admin guy to install the necessary software 

that are required for completing the task. Like Windows 

Operating Systems, Z/OS also receive patch updates from 

their manufacturers to show improved performance, stability 

and QoS. One of the major tasks that the SMP/E does is 

updating the Z/OS machines with their relevant patches.



SMP/E Zones:

The SMPCSI contains the control information and metadata. It 

contains 3 zones:

So, when a new policy is pushed from the SMP/E server the 

policy first reaches the global zone which sends it to the target 

zone that contains the target libraries. They contain the basic 

policies for working of the servers. These policies are meant to 

be pushed across the systems in the organization. The 

distribution zone contains the distribution libraries from where 

the target libraries are built.

So at time t=0, when a new Mainframe server is bought both 

the Target Zone and the Distribution zone contains the same 

data, which are the basic rules of a Mainframe processor that 

the IBM has framed. Later as more applications are installed 

and when new requirements come up, the information 

contained in zones start to differ as the policy updates 

required may differ according to the requirement. Here each 

DLIB zone points to its corresponding target zone which is 

used whenever the SMP/E accepts the SYSMOD and checks 

for the SYSMOD synchronization.

The types of Software that can be installed using SMP/E:

So the next time you use an ATM, remember that the 'big iron' 

is what you are working with. It has seldom failed and has 

shown great durability. I am sure many people would have 

been in awe of an ATM machine when they saw it for the first 

time. I am also sure that tech-freaks would be interested to 

work and live with Mainframe computers when they get to 

taste the awesomeness of working with it.

Reference: 

https://www.ibm.com/

All pictures are from google.

Products and service provided in CBPDOs and CustomPac 

offerings

Products and service from IBM® Software Distribution 

Centers not provided in CBPDOs or CustomPac offerings

Service provided in Expanded Service Options (ESOs)

Other products and service

Distribution zone which contains the distribution libraries,

Target zone contains the Target libraries 

Global zone contains both the distribution zone and the 

target zones.
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Rings of  Saturn

Considered to be the most extensive planetary ring system in 

the solar system, Saturn the second largest planet is a gas 

giant. A gas giant in general is a giant planet containing mainly 

hydrogen and helium.

Jupiter, Uranus and Neptune are a few other gas giants. Jupiter 

and Uranus have rings too, but what makes Saturn visually 

appealing compared to the other planets are its extensive and 

bright rings. This article will brief on what Saturn's rings are 

made of, how they were formed and the space crafts used for 

research.

What are the rings made of?

It is still a mystery how the rings of Saturn were formed. 

Although there is a famous theory stating, 

“Saturn's rings probably formed when objects like comets, 

asteroids, or even moons broke up in orbit around Saturn due 

to Saturn's very strong gravity. The pieces of these objects kept 

colliding with each other and broke into even smaller pieces. 

These pieces gradually spread around Saturn to form its rings”

The fact how the rings were actually formed remains 

unresolved.  The particles in the rings range from being too 

tiny as a safety pin to a size of a school bus. Experts say that 

these are ice covered rocks or more likely watery ice.

The actual width of the rings are about 400,000 kilometers 

wide. Which is approximately the distance from the Earth to 

the Moon! There are about 400 to 500 rings with some 

variable gaps in between them.

An average ring has a width of 100 meters (330 ft thick) which 

is considered to be very tiny comparing the size of the actual 

planet that is being encompassed. 

Studies with unmanned spacecrafts:

Considering that that experts haven't completely studied the 

atmospheric conditions of Saturn. It was a safe bet to opt for 

unmanned missions.

There were four robotic spacecrafts being sent from Earth 

namely Pioneer11, Voyager1, Voyager2 and Cassini. These 

spacecrafts are known to have revealed several surprising facts 

about Saturn's rings.

By Anish Sreenivasan
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The Cassini spacecraft was launched to Saturn on July 2004 

and is still there studying the rings and moons of Saturn 

thoroughly than the earlier spacecrafts launched. Cassini also 

carried a probe called Huygens that parachuted into the 

atmosphere of Saturn's giant moon Titan. The Huygens are 

termed to reveal some important findings about the planets 

composition and its atmosphere.

The ring-split:

The rings of Saturn primarily has five known gaps namely; 

Colombo gap, Maxwell gap, Huygen gap, Enckee gap and 

Heeler gap. These gaps separate the rings such as the D Ring, 

C Ring, B Ring, A Ring and the F Ring. The details of the rings 

are available in below table.  

Reference:
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/saturn-rings/en/

http://www.planetary.org/blogs/emily-

lakdawalla/2017/0428-trusty-cassini-survives-first.html

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rings_of_Saturn#Huygens_G
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Pictorial representation of the rings of Saturn 

D Ring

Name

A Ring

G Ring

B Ring

F Ring

Anthe Ring Arc(4)

E Ring

C Ring

Roche Division

Methane Ring Arc(4)

Cassini Division

Janus/Epimetheus
Ring(4)

Pallene Ring(4)

Phoebe Ring

66,900 – 74,510

Distance from

Saturn's center

(km)(2)

122,170   –   136,775

166,000   –  175,000

92,000   –  117,580

140,180 (3)

197,665

180,000   –  480,000

74,658   –   92,000

136,775   –   139,380

194,230

117,580   –   122,170

149,000   –  154,000

211,000   –  213,500

~4,000,000 –
>13,000,000

7,500

Width (km)(2)

14,600

9,000

25,500

30 – 500

?

300,000

17,500

2,600

?

4,700

5,000

2,500
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STEM to 
STEAM Art 

Exhibition at 
GAVS, Chennai

On May 2, 2017, GAVS celebrated STEM to STEAM promoting 

the idea that Science intersects Art at STEAM – STEM (Science, 

Technology, Engineering & Math) becomes STEAM (with Art).  

Sumit, our CEO had recently wrote for 'India Abroad' and 'The 

Times of India' on the concept, and that kicked off the idea 

that GAVS can host an art exhibition to promote this concept.

We hosted the Art Exhibition at our Chennai facility, along with 

Great Lakes Institute of Management (GLIM), and NASSCOM.  

We had students from the 'Government College of Fine Arts', 

Chennai, exhibiting their paintings and sculptures, and 

paintings and cross-stitch embroidery done by specially abled 

artists through the 'Heart Beat Foundation', an NGO that 

supports specially abled artists.  

The event was well attended, we had Mr. John Fleming, 

Principal Commercial Officer, US Consulate, Chennai, as the 

Chief Guest, and Ms. Mala Venkat, from the US Consulate, Mr. 

Chandrasekar, Group Chief Executive - Technology and 

Operations, from Cognizant, Ms. Goutami Thadimalla, Actor & 

Social Evangelist,  and Prof. Senguttuvan, HOD, College of Fine 

Arts, among other dignitaries.

The exhibition was open to the public, and the artwork was 
nd thavailable for sale from the 2  till the 5  of May.

The event was well covered by the media - 'The Hindu', 'News 

Today', 'Trinity Mirror','Indian Express', 'Deccan Chronicle', 

'Chennai Chronicle', and several vernaculars like 'Viduthalai', 

'Theekadir', 'Malaimalar', 'Makkalkural', 'Andhra Jyothi', 'Sakshi', 

& 'Velli Idazhi'.
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Here is an excerpt from Sumit's article;

“We need Art to be incorporated into the study of Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Math. Today's software 

development is about interacting with clients and users 

directly, the programming is strictly a means unto an end, and 

even the means is getting reengineered into Design. In today's 

Agile Methodology we need people to be able to work at 

various intersection of business, technology and experience 

and here we need multifaceted engineers with Art infused in 

their expertise. We need folks to be able to communicate, 

visualize, dream, imagine, and there we need practitioners 

with big picture and big idea mentality. 

Today we need more problem solvers, we need innovators to 

promote new disruptors like Ubers, Amazon, Ola, Flipkart and 

entirely new banking concepts like Block Chains and Bit Coins 

- and this needs a very different mindset. We need folks to use 

Math without thinking about numbers, from scaling to actual 

creations with precision and more importantly approach 

everything as a problem to solve, we need Design Thinking…”

http://www.indiaabroad-

digital.com/indiaabroad/20160909?pg=19#pg19

http://epaperbeta.timesofindia.com/Article.aspx?eid=31807

&articlexml=Tech-education-should-move-from-STEM-to-

STEAM-22062016020059 .
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